Abstract-With the expansion of grid scale and the development of UHV technology, grid partitioning mode is more and more widely applied. While the grid is closely connected with the large power grid, there is still the risk of separation and isolation mode operation. Under this background, this paper carries on the optimization research to the generation-network coordination parameters of generator set in the partitioned power network, analyzes the grid-related parameters of generator set and selects the excitation system regulator gain and the steam turbine governing system speed deviation amplification gain as the parameters optimization object. In addition, this paper takes transient stability optimization as the optimization target, deduces the objective function which shows the transient stability and establishes the corresponding optimization model. The model is solved by double-stranded quantum genetic algorithm. Finally, a practical example of the Z-S district power system of the J regional grid verifies the feasibility and validity of the proposed model.
INTRODUCTION
The continuous progress of various new technologies of power grid has brought the rapid development of power system. Considering the factors such as clean energy transmission and optimizing the structure of power generation resources, China's power grid system has already built an extra-high voltage transmission channel, hoping to speed up the management of air pollution, and achieving energy-saving emission reduction targets [1] .With the increasing scale of the power grid, the system operation mode is more and more complex and the network will gradually open the different voltage levels between the electromagnetic ring network to ensure stability. In order to reduce the complexity of scheduling and control power sent down to network from generator sets, special high-voltage receiving ends of the grid management using hierarchical zoning [2] . According to the United States and Canada 8.14 blackout accident report analysis, an important reason for the accident which can cause the relatively independent of the grid is that the relatively independent power grid is not established from the plantnetwork coordinated relay protection and the security and stability control system, making many generators exit from network while the system voltage drops quickly, exacerbated the occurrence of voltage collapse [3] [4] . In China's smart grid planning, there is also emphasis to the necessity of plantnetwork coordinated, balanced development [5] . Therefore, in the operation and management mode of grid hierarchical partitioning, especially when there is the possibility of isolated network operation in some district grids, the rationality of turbine grid-related parameters will play a vital role in ensuring the safe and stable operation of the isolated power grid.
At present, a wide range of research on the regulation of various parameters of generator is studied at home and abroad, but there is little research on the optimization of the generator set parameters for machine-network coordination. Proportional-integral-derivative controller(referred to as PID controller) is one of the most researched aspects. The PI controller of cascaded converter with two additional loops is designed by using the harmonic search algorithm in [6] ,Wherein the frequency control loop causes the frequency variation to be minimized during the conversion of the grid partition from the large grid mode to the island mode operation, and the resynchronization loop can cause the power grid to be successfully reconnected; In [7] , the parameters of PID controller of synchronous generator excitation control system are optimized by real-valued code genetic algorithm.; In [8] , the model of generator excitation system is established and the ITSE index of terminal voltage step response curve is determined as the optimization index, finally, the PID parameters of the excitation system are optimized by MATLAB genetic algorithm toolbox. What's more, there are references pointed out that the coordination between unit protection and restriction and grid will be one of the key factors to ensure the safe and stable operation of the system [9] [10] . In addition, there are also generator parameter optimization problems in distributed generation systems, which improve the associated controller and evaluate performance [11] .
Machine-network coordination refers to the power plant safety automatic devices, unit protection values, speed control system, a frequency modulation, excitation system, PSS control parameters involved in network security equipment and parameters can adapt to grid operation mode changes, so that the entire power grid of the security and stability are guaranteed [12] parameters on grid stability under different frequency disturbances are introduced; in [15] , a developed generation rescheduling(GR) model is proposed, which makes the generator model less sensitive to the load pattern in the space spanned by the generator parameters and achieves the stability of the machine network.
In this paper, firstly, the selection of turbine grid-related parameters is discussed and two parameters are selected in the background of transient stability study, which are the gain of the excitation system regulator and the speed deviation amplification of the governor system. Then, based on the relevant theory, the optimization model of the adjustable turbine parameters with constraints of excitation voltage and frequency is put forward, which is based on the objective of transient stability optimization and double-chain quantum genetic algorithm. The feasibility of the optimization strategy is verified by simulation in Z-S district power system of the J regional grid.
II. SELECTION OF GENERATOR GRID-RELATED PARAMETERS
There are many parameters of the generator set, in which the parameters related to the network are a part, but there are still a considerable number. For the generator set, part of the network parameters have been preset to a specific value to achieve balance and other purposes and cannot easily adjust in the process of generating, so parameters which can be adjusted by manual adjustment or machine during operation should be selected in the selection process. In [13] , the index system of generator grid-related parameters is divided into four categories: primary frequency modulation, AGC, AVC and excitation system. In this paper, the traditional governor system and excitation system adjustable parameters will be considered.
At present, in power system stability analysis, the governor model and the excitation model mainly use the standard model provided by IEEE, that is, the model used in BPA of the main power system simulation software, and then are referred to as BPA model. Here consider the use of a wide range of potential source rectifier excitation system whose BPA model is shown in Figure I ; the governor system mainly considers the steam turbine governing system and the BPA model is shown in Figure II .
Through the observation of the above two block diagram, respectively select parameters of the two models to adjust, because the two parameters do not affect the internal balance of the corresponding system, which can be adjusted to influence transient stability of the generator-connected grid when genset is in the operational state. The parameter K in Figure I represents the gain of the excitation system regulator and KV will be used in the following. The parameter K in Figure II represents the speed deviation amplification of the governor control system, and KJ will be used in the following. At this point, the selection of genset optimizated parameters is completed.
III. OPTIMIZATION MODEL OF GENERATOR GRID-RELATED PARAMETERS
In this paper, the transient process in the process of district grid going wrong and separated from the large power system and then operating in isolated state is taken as the main research background to observe the transient stability of the district grid, therefore, the transient stability will be the optimization target.
A. Objective Function
The stability of microgrids is discussed in detail in [17] , which is summarized from four aspects: distributed microsource type, micro-source interface type, load characteristic and fault types. But it does not form a specific objective function for judging the transient stability. In this paper, the objective function of transient stability will be studied.
Under normal circumstances, when the fault occurs, the power grid will enter the transient process. This paper considers the transient process of district grid separated from the large power system. When the partitioned grid disconnects from large power system, the problem of power imbalance will be faced in the moment, and it is necessary to carry out the power rebalance by the subsequent generator set adjustment action. If the power gap of district grid is within the range of the generating capacity of generator set( ( ) gen W mrg W   ) and the generator set can make the correct and rapid adjustment action, the isolated grid will be able to maintain transient stability. Conversely, if the power gap of district grid exceeds the range of capacity of the 
The meaning of (1) , the district grid transmits power to large power system through tie-line on the contrary. After separation, the island-operated district grid will instantly get into highfrequency state and the output power of sub-regional generating units need to be reduced. Selecting the highest point of frequency max f , the highest point of voltage max V and the time of transient fluctuation in transient process st t as the judgment factors, the optimal objective function for transient stability is given as follows:
2) Transient instability state
According to the above definition of transient instability state, in the event of transient instability there will be lowfrequency or high-frequency problems caused by the reason that the generator output adjustment cannot compensate the vacancy to re-stabilize the system, and finally the generator sets will be out of step and make the whole area of the system into transient instability state. Select the generator in district grid with the maximum output referenced by another generator in the same district grid to calculate the power angle difference   as the object of observation. The moment 180     is taken as the value of the instability time unst t and the optimal objective function for transient stability is given as follows:
The meaning of (3) is that it requires the time for stability state getting into instability state unst t as much as possible for grid system security measures action and manual intervention to gain enough time.
3) Determination of the objective function
In an actual grid system, the ability to maintain transient stability after a fault is not invariable and the transient stability may change in different operating scenarios. When the large power system with the partitioned grid is running at the peak load scenario, the district grid which is going to disconnect with the large power system is likely to lose its stability, while the isolated network will maintain the transient stability when the grid is running at valley load scenario. The transient stability and transient instability of the two cases are combined into account to get the overall objective function as follows:
In (4) 
In (5) 
3)
Generator set power constraint min max min max
In (7), gen P and gen Q are relatively active and reactive power of the generator set. min P and max P are upper and lower limits of active power output of generator. 
IV. DOUBLE -STRANDED QUANTUM GENETIC ALGORITHM
In 1994, Shor proposed the first quantum algorithm to solve the large number factor decomposition [18] . Then the quantum algorithm has attracted much attention due to its unique computational performance; Subsequently, Narayanan et al. proposed a quantum derivative genetic algorithm [19] , which inspired the combination of quantum algorithm and genetic algorithm; and LI Shiyong et al. considered two probability chains in the quantum chromosome as the gene chain describing the optimal solution, and further proposed the double-chain quantum genetic algorithm(DCQGA) [20] , which improved the optimization performance of the algorithm further.
In this paper, the model of the application object is the district grid in large power system. In general, there are not quantities of generator sets, and the two change parameters are only taken from excitation system and speed control system. However, the calculation of transient process is complex and time-consuming is long, so the optimization calculation is still very large. In this case we need adopt the algorithm with faster searching speed. In this paper, the DCQGA algorithm is used to solve the proposed optimization model: using quantum bits to encode the chromosomes and decoding the quantum bits to the solution space by the quantum bit probability amplitude; using the quantum rotation gate to update quantum bits stepby-step, and this algorithm sees quantum probability amplitude as the two genes tied up and down so that the two chromosomes gene chains can optimize at the same time so the optimization will be speeded up; simulating the chromosomal variation process by the variation of qubit nongate to increase the population diversity and reduce the probability of premature convergence.
A. Fundamentals of DCQGA 1) Quantum bit probability amplitude coding
In quantum computing, the smallest unit of information is expressed by the quantum bit, which is known as qubit [21] .The state of a qubit can be expressed as follows:
 and  satisfies the normalization condition:
Then a pair of complex numbers  and  satisfying (8) and (9) is called the probability amplitude of a qubit. Quantum bits can also be expressed directly as  
In the DCQGA algorithm, the probability amplitude of quantum bits is directly used as the encoding. Due to the constraint in Eq. (9), the encoding is as follows:
In (10) The two gene strands of each chromosome contains 2n randomly generated variables, which are likely not to be within the constraints of parameters optimization. So try to convert the probability amplitude to the solution space by linear transformation. The j th qubit on i th chromosome is expressed as ,
x is the minimum value of the corresponding parameter constraint and i y is the maximum value of that. The conversion equation is as follows:
By this linear transformation of the system in (11), the probability amplitude 
2)
The quantum rotation gate updating phase
The formula for updating the qubit is as follows [22] :
In (12), ,
the j th qubit of chromosome generation i and generation 1 i  . The quantum rotation gate R is expressed as follows:
In [21] , an improved scheme of angle step function is proposed, which will be defined in the same way in this paper:
In (14), sgn is the symbolic function. A is defined as follows:
According to the definition of the qubit phase in [23] ,
In (16) The size and direction of the angle   can be determined by the angle step function. Using this method, the change trend of the objective function at the search point can be added to the calculation of angle step. When the rate of change is large, the angle step will be reduced while the rate of change is small, the angle step can be increased moderately. With the intelligent and flexible step change, the search process will be speeded up while not miss the optimal solution at the same time.
3) Quantum bit non-gate variation
The objective function value of each chromosome is defined as fitness in iteration process, and the average fitness of the new-scale population after each iteration is 
indicates that the population tends to be premature and the diversity is destroyed. Therefore, in the genetic iterative optimization process, considering increasing the diversity of the population is necessary, that is, the introduction of the concept of qubit non-gate variation.
According to the improvement of this step in [21] , when the algorithm is operating, a certain mutation probability is applied to each generation of chromosomes. When the mutation occurs, randomly select several qubits to apply the quantum non-gate transform, and the possibility amplitudes of the two qubits involved in the transformation are interchanged, so that the two gene chains can be mutated simultaneously. This mutation is actually a positive rotation of the quantum bit amplitude angle, which simulates the phenomenon of genetic variation and can effectively reduce the risk of population precocity.
B. Parameter Optimization Process Based on DCQGA
To sum up, with the objective function of transient stability optimization, DCQGA-based optimization process of generator grid-related parameters is summarized as follows:
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a) Obtain the detailed information of lines, load nodes and generating units and input the original data of the system; b) Initialize the population and set iteration times as zero; c) Apply the mutation probability to the current chromosome, and conduct the qubit non-gate variation if the mutation occurs;
d) Decode the individual data of the current chromosome into solution space and transfer it from the binary to the real number to determine whether each parameter satisfies the constraint conditions of the function; if so, the parameters will be substituted into the transient stability calculation program and the correlation calculation is carried out; e) Evaluate the fitness of the optimal objective function value of the transient stability calculated in the last step and record the current optimal value; f) Calculate the quantum rotation angle and update the quantum gate to obtain the next generation chromosome; g) If the number of iterations has reached the preset population size, the optimal result recorded in the iteration will be output and the iterative process will be finished. Otherwise, the number of iterations is added by one and the process returns to the step (c) to continue the iteration.
V. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF EXAMPLES
The actual operation data from Z-S district power system in J regional grid is used as an example to verify the feasibility and correctness of the above model. In the study, the operating modes of this district are divided into six types, which are winter valley-load scene, winter peak-load scene, winter shoulder-load scene, summer valley-load scene, summer peakload scene and summer shoulder-load scene. After simulating by software BPA, it indicates that there are three types of operation modes to maintain the transient stability while the other three types getting into transient instability in the process of district grid being separated from large power system due to the fault, so set 0.5 a b   in the objective function F . In addition, in the simulation of power flow calculation, it is found that in all operation modes, when the regional power grid is connected with the large power grid, the power is transferred from the large power grid along the transmission line to the zonal power grid. Therefore, when the tie line fails, use the low-frequency objective function.
In the example grid, there are four 220kV power plants and correspondingly named No.1 to No.4. Solve the model by DCQGA. The convergence process of the objective function is shown in Figure III as the algebra increases in the iterative process. As the population size grows and the number of iterative algebras increases, the objective function of the system tends to show a fluctuant rising process. As the gene doublestranded search simultaneously, the convergence rate is very fast and the result will become steady from the 190th generation. The comparison of original and optimal data of generator grid-related parameters is shown in Table I . According to the original data and the optimal solution, construct and analyze the difference between transient stability frequency fluctuations of the district grid operating in isolated mode in the two situations and it is shown in Figure IV . the simulation of BPA software and DCQGA algorithm solving the model, the optimal combination of the grid-related parameters of power plant can be gained and the feasibility and correctness of the proposed model will be proved.
VI. CONCLUSION
Scale expansion of power grid and the construction of the UHV power grid will bring development and convenience, but also bring many challenges, such as grid hierarchical partition operation and management. In the case of hierarchical partition operation, the partitioned power grid may face the risk of being separated from the large power grid with a very small but non-zero probability, in which case it is very important to ensure the optimal transient stability of the partitioned power grid. In order to meet the requirements of machine-network coordination, the optimization research of turbine grid-related parameters has become an important issue.
In this paper, two parameters of excitation system and speed control system are selected as the optimization object of the turbine grid-related parameters and the expression of the objective function of transient stability is deduced. According to the above work, the model is established and the fast and effective double-stranded quantum genetic algorithm is used to solve it. A practical example of Z-S district power system in the J regional grid shows that the model and the algorithm proposed in this paper can reasonably and effectively optimize the grid-related parameters of the power plant and improve the transient stability of the regional power grid. However, there are still many places to be improved. For example, the choice of optimized parameters and the expression of transient stability function still exists other ways, which need further study.
